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This Website (www.aphea.bio) uses cookies to improve and personalise the user experience

and ensure that it is functioning effectively.

This policy explains what cookies are and which cookies are used for which purpose.

What are cookies?

A cookie is a small text file that is installed in the browser of your computer or mobile device

by a website's server when you consult a website. Cookies can be installed by the Aphea.Bio

server or by one of our partners. Our server can only read cookies it has installed itself, and

has no access to other information found in your computer or mobile device. We use

cookies to make the interaction between a visitor and our Website faster and easier, help

the visitor navigate between the different parts of our Website and to make a user's

experience more efficient. We also use cookies to personalise content and ads, to provide

social media features and to analyse our traffic.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF COOKIES ARE USED ON THE APHEA.BIO WEBSITE.

Necessary cookies:

These cookies or other identifiers are used for activities that are strictly necessary to

operate or deliver the service you requested from us and, therefore, do not require you to

consent (e.g. cookie preferences are stored to retain your choices, so that the cookie popup

is not triggered on future visits).

Functional cookies:

The Website uses functional cookies. Those cookies make it easier for our Website to work,

make them more pleasant for visitors, and ensure that you have a more personalized

browsing experience (e.g. remembering your language choice). These cookies also enable us

to personalise our content for you and remember your preferences. Aphea.Bio ensures that

these cookies will not be used for a longer period than necessary for achieving this purpose.

It is possible for you to delete these cookies at any time.

Performance cookies:

We use performance cookies to obtain information about visitors' use of our Website, in

order to improve the content of our Website, adapt them to the wishes of visitors, and

make them more user-friendly. For instance, there is a cookie that counts the number of

unique visitors, and a cookie that keeps track of the most popular pages. For analyses of the

use made of our Website we also rely on Google Analytics, which use cookies for this as

well.

Advertisement cookies:



These cookies record your visit to our Website, the pages you have visited and the links you

have followed. We will use this information to make our Website more relevant to your

interests.

How to control cookies?

By using this Website you expressly agree that we can place cookies on your computer or

device as explained above. However, you can control, delete and manage this Website’s

cookies by configuring them with our cookie consent manager cookiebot or in various other

ways (e.g. https://www.allaboutcookies.org). Please bear in mind that removing or blocking

cookies can impact on your user experience and parts of this Website may no longer be fully

accessible.

Browser controls

Most browsers will allow you to see what cookies you have and delete them on an

individual basis or block cookies from particular or all websites. Be aware that any

preference you have set will be lost if you delete all cookies, including your preference to

opt-out from cookies as this itself requires an opt-out cookie to have been set. More

information may also be available in the “help” section of your browser.

Managing Analytics cookies

You can opt-out of having your browsing activity within websites recorded by analytics

cookies. We use the following service providers and you can learn more about their privacy

policies and how to opt-out of their cookies by clicking on link below or use our cookie

consent manager Cookiebot.

External web services

We sometimes use external web services on this Website to display content within the web

pages of this Website, for example to display images, show videos or run polls. As with the

social buttons, we cannot prevent these sites, or external domains, from collecting

information on your use of this embedded content.



Modifications to the Cookie Policy

We may modify or amend this Cookie Policy from time to time at our discretion. When we

make changes to this notice, we will amend the revision date at the top of this page, and

such modified or amended Cookie Policy shall be effective as to you and your information as

of that revision date. We encourage you to periodically review this Cookie Policy to be

informed about how we are using cookies.

Cookie Name Purpose Duration Domain source Category

CookieConsent Stores the user's cookie

consent state for the current

domain

13467

Days

Cookiebot.com Functional

li_gc Stores the user's cookie

consent state for the current

domain

180 Days Linkedin.com Marketing

bscookie Used for remembering that a

logged in user is verified by two

factor authentication

365 Days LinkedIn.com Marketing

lidc Registers which server-

cluster is serving the visitor.

This is used in context with

load balancing, in order to

optimize user experience.

1 Day LinkedIn.com Marketing

ln_or Used to determine if Oribi

analytics can be carried out

on a specific domain.

1 Day Linkedin.com Marketing

AnalyticsSyncH

istory

Used in connection with

data-synchronization with

third-party analysis service.

30 Days Linkedin.com Marketing

bcookie Used by the social

networking service,

LinkedIn, for tracking the

use of embedded services.

365 Days Linkedin.com Marketing

UserMatchHist

ory

Ensures visitor browsing-

security by preventing

cross-site request forgery.

This cookie is essential for

the security of the website

and visitor.

30 Days Linkedin.com Marketing


